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Bagging potatoes mechanically is usually carried out with a
one-row direct harvester, since volume harvested is limited by
the speed at which the bagging operation can be performed.
With the usual commercial one-row machine, field containers
are set off along the row as they are filled. In the case of a one-
row machine developed at Hastings, Florida, the bags of po-
tatoes are piled on a platform on the harvester and carried to
the end of the row to be unloaded. This reduces exposure of
the potatoes and also requires less labor for loading the field bags.

The field loader used for loading the potatoes from the field
containers in bulk is usually a draper chain elevator mounted
on wheels (Fig. 6). It may be either tractor-drawn with the
elevator chain being driven by the tractor power take-off, or
it may be pulled by the truck by means of a bracket mounted
on the truck, and the elevator driven by an auxiliary engine
mounted on the loader. Field loaders can be obtained with
capacities up to 1,000 bushels per hour.

AMOUNT OF USE, RATE AND COST OF HARVESTING, AND
QUALITY OF POTATOES HARVESTED WITH

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

USE OF EQUIPMENT IN FLORIDA AND ALABAMA IN 1953 AND 1954

In 1953, 1,125 acres of potatoes were harvested mechanically
in Florida with six farmer-built and two commercially-built har-
vesters. The farmer-built harvesters placed the potatoes in
bags or bushel size boxes. Two growers also field-loaded and
hauled potatoes from 500 acres in bulk after digging and pick-
ing them up in the conventional way. In Alabama, 1,700 acres
of potatoes were harvested with 12 commercially-built harvest-
ers owned by farmers and 350 acres with machines operated
on a custom basis. Of the harvesters owned by the farmers
in Alabama, six were two-row direct and six were indirect. All
the mechanically harvested potatoes were handled in bulk.

In 1954, commercially built harvesters operated in the Fort
Myers and Hastings areas in Florida. During the 1954 season
four farmer-owned and two custom-operated two-row direct har-
vesters that loaded the potatoes in bulk harvested 1,335 acres
in the Fort Myers and Hastings areas. Eleven farmer-built
one-row machines that placed the potatoes in bags were used
to harvest 522 acres in the Hastings area. In addition to the
mechanically harvested potatoes, 746 acres were dug with con-


